
On This Old Guitar by Alun Parry

Intro: 

A / A / D / A
A / A/ E / E
A / A / D / A
A / E / A

A                                      D               A
On this old guitar I could sing you a song
A                                         E               
So I could pretend you are near
       A                         D                A  
But this little fantasy strings me along
A                           E                A
Cos I know that you're never here
E                                      A
You're never here in the morning time
D                                     E
You're never here in the night
A                                     D              A
Whatever dreams that I conjure of you
                          E               A
They vanish to dust in the light

(harmonica – as per intro)

On this old guitar I could play you a tune
Imagining you by my side
But I'd still be lonely from midnight to noon
And craving for you deep inside
Craving for you when the moon is out
Craving for you in the day



Whatever hopes that I conjure of you
Oh they never bring you my way

You're never here in the morning time
You're never here in the night
Whatever dreams that I conjure of you
They vanish to dust in the light

(full harmonica – as per full verse)

On this old guitar I could write you some words
To tell you what I'm wishing for
And maybe I'd share them if ever I dared
And sing it out loud evermore
I'd sing it out loud when the skies were black
I'd sing it out loud in the sun
But whatever song I was singing for you
I know that you'd still never come

You're never here in the morning time
You're never here in the night
Whatever dreams that I conjure of you
They vanish to dust in the light

You're never here in the morning time
You're never here in the night
Whatever dreams that I conjure of you
They vanish to dust in the light

Whatever dreams that I conjure of you
They vanish to dust in the light

(harmonica to close – as per intro)
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